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Freckle juice use the worksheets below to supplement the judy blume s book freckle juice in your classroom this page has reading comprehension questions a character list a math challenge and a word search puzzle freckle juice chapter 4 comprehension 1 how did andrew feel after he drank the juice a he had a lot of energy b he felt sick c he felt sleepy 2 what did andrew s mom find when she went in the kitchen a a mess b dinner c a puppy dog 3 what types of dreams did andrew have a he dreamed about christmas b he dreamed about freckle juice chapter 4 comprehension 1 how did andrew feel after he drank the juice a he had a lot of energy b he felt sick c he felt sleepy 2 what did andrew s mom find when she went in the kitchen a a mess b dinner c a puppy dog 3 what types of dreams did andrew have a he dreamed about christmas b he dreamed about 8 terms brynlid05 preview freckle juice teacher 10 terms larsen5426 preview terms in this set 10 freckles what does andrew want he would never be late for school what would never happen if andrew did not have to wash sharon who can andrew not stand for the freckle juice recipe why does andrew pay sharon fifty cents help your students deepen their understanding of the novel freckle juice with these comprehension questions pick and choose from a range of levels and literary aspects such as plot use this set of comprehension questions to help your students think deeply about the book freckle juice by judy blume these questions are written in two parts the first set goes up to page 30 the second set goes to the end of the book the questions include predicting inferring identifying feelings using clues in the book and giving and the packet includes a comprehension sheet for each chapter of the novel 5 sheets total each page includes the following categories vivid vocabulary comprehension check picked passage link to literature story sketches test taking and
Swift summary, the questions are higher level thinking and common core aligned. Answer key is included. This reading comprehension passage is high interest for your juice-loving students. First, students read the questions, then read the passage. As you read, underline or circle key words or phrases in the passage that are key details. After reading, use the passage to help you find the answers to aligned questions. Freckle Juice comprehension packet is a comprehension question packet to be used with Freckle Juice by Judy Blume. This packet contains comprehension questions for the chapters in the book. An answer key is included. Novel Study Unit for Freckle Juice by Judy Blume includes comprehension questions, chapter vocabulary activities, critical thinking activities, creative projects, and much more. Printable worksheets, digital version, and answer keys included. December 15, 2022. 4 match meanings. Choose sentences from Judy Blume's book to make this activity your own. Cut out the individual words on one color of paper and write the sentences on the other color. Then, it becomes a hands-on matching activity that students can do in pairs. Learn more. K5 Learning 5 Crossword Puzzle Freckle Juice by Judy Blume. Scroll down for free lesson plans for the novel Freckle Juice. Here you will find sample lesson plans and a portion of a test. You can also find the table of contents for our complete Freckle Juice. The entire unit is 10. It includes lessons for each chapter, a test, a non-fiction crossword. Results. Sort relevance view. Freckle Juice activities and projects. Worksheets and digital. January 19, 2023. Freckle Juice by Judy Blume is a classic children's chapter book that can be read by children in grades 4-8. Andrew, a second-grade student, is told about the lengths he goes to get freckles in order to have them as well as the adventures he has with them. Language arts Freckle Juice Freckle Juice Chapter 1 Freckle Juice Chapter 1 Synopsis. In Chapter 1, we read about Andrew who sees his friend Nicky. Nicky has a lot of freckles, and Andrew wants freckles. He thinks if he had freckles, his mom might not notice when he needed to take a bath. Length of video: 1:04. Text transcript discussion question. Judy Blume Freckle Juice Quiz. Andrew Marcus wanted freckles more than anything he wanted to look like his freckle face classmate Nicky Lane. So badly, he was willing to pay for a freckle juice recipe in his.
desperation to get freckles he may have been outsmarted by his
classmate sharon take this quiz to test your knowledge of the
events march 8 2021 have you ever wanted something so much
that you were willing to do almost anything to have it that s what
happens to andrew in freckle juice this book has been around for
many years but it is still a hit with students today these freckle
juice activities will help guide your students through the book
about the book freckle juice chapter 4 quiz quiz for 3rd grade
students find other quizzes for english and more on quizizz for
free 1 freckle juice comprehension questions navigate through
the intricacies of the plot with our thoughtfully designed
comprehension questions these questions cover each chapter
fostering a deep understanding of character motivations plot
developments and thematic elements 2 freckle juice chapter 1
comprehension 1 why did andrew want to have freckles a
because he wants to look like sharon b because he wants to look
like nicky c because he wants to look like his teacher 2 what
caused andrew to not pay attention in class a he was looking out
the window b he was asleep c he was counting nicky s
freckle juice worksheets activities

Nov 22 2023

freckle juice use the worksheets below to supplement the judy blume s book freckle juice in your classroom this page has reading comprehension questions a character list a math challenge and a word search puzzle

freckle juice lesson plan only texasdeafed org

Oct 21 2023

freckle juice chapter 4 comprehension 1 how did andrew feel after he drank the juice a he had a lot of energy b he felt sick c he felt sleepy 2 what did andrew s mom find when she went in the kitchen a a mess b dinner c a puppy dog 3 what types of dreams did andrew have a he dreamed about christmas b he dreamed about

freckle juice chapter 4 comprehension

Sep 20 2023

freckle juice chapter 4 comprehension 1 how did andrew feel after he drank the juice a he had a lot of energy b he felt sick c he felt sleepy 2 what did andrew s mom find when she went in the kitchen a a mess b dinner c a puppy dog 3 what types of dreams did andrew have a he dreamed about christmas b he dreamed about

freckle juice comprehension questions flashcards quizlet

Aug 19 2023
freckle juice comprehension questions
study com

Jul 18 2023

help your students deepen their understanding of the novel freckle juice with these comprehension questions pick and choose from a range of levels and literary aspects such as plot

freckle juice questions teaching resources teachers pay

Jun 17 2023

use this set of comprehension questions to help your students think deeply about the book freckle juice by judy blume these questions are written in two parts the first set goes up to page 30 the second set goes to the end of the book the questions include predicting inferring identifying feelings using clues in the book and giving and

freckle juice by judy blume comprehension questions tpt

May 16 2023

the packet includes a comprehension sheet for each chapter of the novel 5 sheets total each page includes the following categories vivid vocabulary comprehension check picked passage
link to literature story sketches test taking and swift summary the questions are higher level thinking and common core aligned answer key is included

**making juice reading comprehension worksheet have fun**

Apr 15 2023

this reading comprehension passage is high interest for your juice loving students first students read the questions then read the passage as you read underline or circle key words or phrases in the passage that are key details after reading use the passage to help you find the answers to aligned questions

**freckle juice comprehension packet the teaching bank**

Mar 14 2023

freckle juice comprehension packet is a comprehension question packet to be used with freckle juice by judy blume this packet contains comprehension questions for the chapters in the book an answer key is included

**freckle juice novel study unit nothing but class**

Feb 13 2023

novel study unit for freckle juice by judy blume includes comprehension questions by chapter vocabulary activities critical thinking activities creative projects and much more printable worksheets digital version and answer keys included
15 fabulous freckle juice activities
teaching expertise

Jan 12 2023

dec 15 2022  4 match meanings choose sentences from judy blume s book to make this activity your own cut out the individual words on one color of paper and write the sentences on the other color then it becomes a hands on matching activity that students can do in pairs learn more k5 learning 5 crossword puzzle

freckle juice ela core plans

Dec 11 2022

freckle juice by judy blume scroll down for free lesson plans for the novel freckle juice here you will find sample lesson plans and a portion of a test you can also find the table of contents for our complete freckle juice the entire unit is 10 it includes lessons for each chapter a test a non fiction

freckle juice worksheets teaching resources teachers pay

Nov 10 2022

121 results sort relevance view freckle juice activities and projects worksheets and digital

freckle juice a delightful story for young readers of all

Oct 09 2022

jan 19 2023  freckle juice by judy blume is a classic children s chapter book that can be read by children in grades 4 8 andrew a
second grade student is told about the lengths he goes to get freckles in order to have them as well as the adventures he has with them

.lesson plans language arts freckle juice chapter 1

Sep 08 2022

language arts freckle juice freckle juice chapter 1 freckle juice chapter 1 synopsis in chapter 1 we read about andrew who sees his friend nicky nicky has a lot of freckles and andrew wants freckles he thinks if he had freckles his mom might not notice when he needed to take a bath length of video 1 04 text transcript discussion question

freckle juice quiz softschools com

Aug 07 2022

judy blume freckle juice quiz andrew marcus wanted freckles more than anything he wanted to look like his freckle face classmate nicky lane so badly he was willing to pay for a freckle juice recipe in his desperation to get freckles he may have been outsmarted by his classmate sharon take this quiz to test your knowledge of the events

freckle juice activities stories by storie

Jul 06 2022

march 8 2021 have you ever wanted something so much that you were willing to do almost anything to have it that s what happens to andrew in freckle juice this book has been around for many years but it is still a hit with students today these freckle juice activities will help guide your students through the book about the book
freckle juice chapter 4 quiz 96 plays quizizz

Jun 05 2022

freckle juice chapter 4 quiz quiz for 3rd grade students find other quizzes for english and more on quizizz for free

freckle juice novel study activities comprehension questions

May 04 2022

1 freckle juice comprehension questions navigate through the intricacies of the plot with our thoughtfully designed comprehension questions these questions cover each chapter fostering a deep understanding of character motivations plot developments and thematic elements 2

freckle juice chapter 1 comprehension

Apr 03 2022

freckle juice chapter 1 comprehension 1 why did andrew want to have freckles a because he wants to look like sharon b because he wants to look like nicky c because he wants to look like his teacher 2 what caused andrew to not pay attention in class a he was looking out the window b he was asleep c he was counting nicky s